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JUNE 22, 2014

“We want to create a digital mirror of the world.” Google 
Earth Outreach geo-strategist Karin Tuxen-Bettman, aboard a Google 
boat photographing and mapping the Amazon, 2011

When you open Google Earth, it settles at the default el-
evation of 11,000 km above the planet. The effect is tranquil, partly 
from the soft-glow space panorama and partly from the sense of dis-
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“We want to create a digital mirror of the world.” Google 
Earth Outreach geo-strategist Karin Tuxen-Bettman, aboard a Google 
boat photographing and mapping the Amazon, 2011

When you open Google Earth, it settles at the default el-
evation of 11,000 km above the planet. The effect is tranquil, partly 
from the soft-glow space panorama and partly from the sense of dis-
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engagement. The crystal-clear imagery, supplied by NASA, depicts 
the world in a photoreal representation. It is the ultimate expres-
sion of what cartographers call the God’s-eye view: the desire for 
absolute visual objectivity in maps, presenting every region of the 
globe in its proper place.

But maps lie. They naturalise the planet’s boundaries 
and endpoints in ways that serve ulterior motives. The most pop-
ular map of the world, the Mercator projection, is a cartographic 
model of reality founded on a blatant misrepresentation. In the 
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Los Angeles: the melting freeways of the USA. 
Archived image from Clement Valla’s Postcards from Google Earth.
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Archived image from Jon Rafman’s 9 Eyes project.

Sometimes, the Google Earth algorithm maps one tex-
ture over another to produce beguiling landscapes. A freeway over-
pass, suspended high above the ground, follows precisely the un-
dulating terrain of a large valley, producing a contorted, fluid road 
system from another dimension. Clouds smear over the contours 
of a mountain, like a form-fitting, fluffy white blanket. Skyscrapers 
are laid flat against the ground, yet, impossibly, impart a three-di-
mensional sense of height. Google Earth is a digitised Mercator, 
squashing disproportionate dimensions into a totalising system 
with its own internal logic (Google Maps are actually based on a 
Mercator variant). When Apple’s iPhone maps also began spewing 
out strange new topologies at a rapid rate, the company was round-
ly mocked, yet I thought them immensely poetic, a world I would 
very much like to live in: Steve Jobs’ reality distortion field.

As a child, I was fascinated with world maps, which were 
always Mercator. It wasn’t until my teenage years that I realised 
Greenland was not twice as large as Australia, as the Mercator pro-
jection asserts, but that Australia in reality was three times larger 
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Unsurprisingly, Street View even sees ghosts. Inside this 
strange mechanism, I flick a switch and  zoom in to my childhood 
home, which I sold recently after my parents were taken ill. I look 
into our former backyard and see my father there. I try to get clos-
er but I am repelled by the absolute limits of the zoom function. 
Dad’s face is duly blurred but he is walking purposefully. There is 
no sign of the broken hip that made him reliant on a walking frame, 
no sign of the rapidly advancing symptoms of dementia that now 
afflicts him. He is frozen in time-sickness. As I advance to the next 
frame, his pixels are squeezed through an interlaced crack in the al-
gorithm. I am lost between worlds, like a louse trying to find a crack 
of daylight in a crumpled bed sheet. Everything passes through us 
now: electromagnetic waves; tweets bouncing from mobile phone 
towers through our bodies; images of our dead and dying loved 
ones. The machine teaches us how to remember.

 

My father at home. Google Earth, Melbourne, Australia, 2011.

I float in space, watching the Earth from 11,000 km out, 
the God’s-eye view. Greenland, Iceland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
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by a deviant human psychology mutated by technologi-
cal systems. Soon I will be in Oslo in real time, in the real world, to 
give a talk on Ballard, surveillance culture and cinema. Then, I will 
be able to test my contact’s hypothesis for myself, but for now all I 
have to see with are my Nine Eyes.

Archived image from Jon Rafman’s 9 Eyes project.

Street View cars take panoramic images of streets 
around the world, which, when stitched together, provide the soft-
ware’s immersive digital landscape. The cars have nine camera 
lenses affixed to a pole on the car’s roof: the “Nine Eyes of Google 
Street View”, a term coined by artist Jon Rafman. This allows the 
Google perspective to be truly wraparound: over, under, inside, out. 
Nothing escapes this 360-degree gaze. Not a startled deer running 
down a highway. Not a boy in full clown costume performing a hold-
up. Not a grieving woman kneeling by the side of an overturned car. 
Not a girl sitting in the middle of a road, her possessions strewn 
around her. All are past or present images frozen in Street View; 
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some remain, some now erased.
Accidents, robberies and moments of intense human 

drama sit side by side with tableaux of industrial stillness. A boy 
dragged down a dirt road by masked men is photographed with 
the same dispassionate perspective as a cow shepherded through a 
gate. Or a World War Two bunker overlooking a seaside road in Bel-
gium, or a massive Zardoz-style facemask buried in the green coun-
tryside. A glitch in the imaging system – a radioactive-bomb-burst 
of sickly digi-yellow, overlaid in error on a field of sublime green – is 
rendered with the same objectivity as moments of stunning natural 
beauty: a golden sunrise so unreal it’s like a Martian horizon. But 
“Nine Eyes” is also the name given to the once-covert internation-
al surveillance arrangement, in which eight Western democracies 
agree to share signals intelligence with the US – not just telephon-
ic monitoring, but, as we now all know post-Snowden, all-invasive 
internet spying. I watch Oslo through the Nine Eyes of Google. The 
NSA watches alongside me. With me. Inside me. I see the world with 
eighteen eyes.

In 2008 and again in 2012, the Street View car captured 
artist Carlos Zanni in Milan. He converted these shots into art-
works: Self-Portrait with Dog (2008) and Self-Portrait with Friends 
(2012), the “self-portrait” conceit giving the illusion he had control 
over his dual appearance on the Google stage. But, as he says, “It 
was just luck. I had no control.” Street View has moved on. Zanni’s 
website still links to the spot where he was first captured by Google, 
but he no longer appears: the image database has been updated. 
There is now just an empty pavement and a blank wall. Because 
of this, Zanni thinks Google is building a “time machine” that will 
allow us to see cities unborn. He believes Google has been saving 
and storing Street View layers since the project began in 2007, with 
the aim of eventually allowing us to traverse a particular area back 
in time. In the near future, a version of me will browse the Barcode 
Project, reducing the opacity of the various layers of time stacked 
on top of each other, allowing the earliest ones, the girders and steel 
of the unbuilt Barcode high-rises, to fade away and gradually take 
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flesh as their blue-and-green pixelated facades slide into view.

Barcode Project. Google Earth, Oslo, Norway, 2009.

PricewaterhouseCoopers building, Barcode Project. Google Earth, Oslo, Norway, 2009.

People are waiting to live and work in the Barcode Proj-
ect. In fact, they are already there, we just can’t see them yet – the 
layer is hidden. Photoshop tools. Deselect the eye symbol. I can’t 
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see the layer anymore. I can’t clone the layer. I feel disorientated. 
Something’s not right. I can see the joins. They don’t match. There is 
no synergy, no match between the old and new. I can’t gauge it. The 
scale is wrong. I try to get closer to two women walking past the 
Barcode construction zone but they literally disappear before my 
eyes the closer I get. The connection is lost. I am two frames into the 
future, and there are no people in the Barcode Project. Only strange 
shapes and weird colours.

I’m inside this bizarre machine again, and I turn around. 
I let it turn me around, and I see a low-slung underpass, an isos-
celes triangle of light next to Rostockergata, the main street lining 
the construction zone. In this crack between worlds, I see layers of 
history, discarded and forgotten. Reams of graffiti, old soup cans, 
a smashed TV set, a disfigured bicycle, torn paper, mattresses. I 
see two young men, one bearded, the other wearing a hoodie, im-
mersed in conversation, squatting behind a pile of rubble. I must 
look closely to see them, zooming in at the maximum. None of this 
exists now in reality, not in these coordinates; the images are date-
stamped “2009”. When I first tried to find information on the Bar-
code Project, I Googled “Rostockergata”. The first result was an en-
try on Wiki Maps: “This place was deleted. It will be removed from 
all search engines in a few weeks.” It is an appropriate requiem. I 
found a Norwegian blog that mourned the loss of Rostockergata’s 
old waterfront character, paved over by the shiny new Barcode re-
ality. In the comments, a reader wrote: “Rostockergata forsvinner 
ikke! Den skal reetableres mellom Dnbnor byggene i Barcoder-
ekken.” Using (what else?) Google Translate, I understood this to 
mean: “Rostockergata can live: just relocate it in the sliver of space 
between the Barcode buildings.’ There, it will be resurrected as an 
historical simulacrum, flat and substanceless.

In the construction zone, on the green-and-blue facade 
of the PricewaterhouseCoopers building, I see fake perspective 
tricks worked into the building’s skin. This type of game is always a 
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con, a way for architects to ignore the lived experience of a city by 
focusing attention on the bling of a building. Pure illusion. It does 
not reflect reality, only itself, like two mirrors distorting each other 
into infinity. In Melbourne, where I live, there is a similar develop-
ment, the Docklands Precinct (or “Shocklands”, as I prefer it). Like 
the Barcode Project, it’s a redeveloped industrial waterfront area in 
the city centre. Like Barcode, its buildings are designed so close to 
each other they create narrow passages between them. Urbanists 
call such spaces SLOAP: Spaces Left Over After Planning. The Shock-
lands are hostile to urban life and human scale. The SLOAP there 
forms hyperactive wind tunnels that repel all street-level activity 
through constant wind motion and noise. Instead of designing sites 
for public interaction from the start, the SLOAP is what we get, and 
the architects can always claim: “There is your public space.”

Underpass, Rostockergata, opposite the Barcode construction zone. 
Google Earth, Oslo, Norway, 2009.

In the construction zone, on the green-and-blue facade 
of the PricewaterhouseCoopers building, I see fake perspective 
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